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LOVE IS A DEAL BREAKER . . .

Millionaire ad executive Landon Downey has a policy: no romantic relationships allowed. So when he's
saddled with his six-year-old nephew for a week, he doesn't think twice about asking Kimber Reynolds to act
as live-in nanny. What he doesn't expect is the undeniable attraction to the woman he hasn't seen since they
were kids. And not only does she like him back-she suggests they work their way down a list of
extracurricular activities in the bedroom. How can he resist?

Kimber wants to prove once and for all that she can love 'em and leave 'em with the best of them. All she has
to do is keep her sixteen-year crush on Landon out of the equation. No problem . . . until she realizes she
may not be the only one whose heart has gotten completely tangled up in their no-strings agreement!
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From Reader Review The Millionaire Affair for online ebook

Diane says

***thanks Net Galley**** another good love story from Jessica Lemmon. Kimber first fell for Landon when
she was 16 and he was her best friends older brother who was in college and didn't give her a second glance.
Now she's helping him take care of his nephew for a week and he is failing for her. Will the admit it's more
than an arrangement? :)

Veronica of V's Reads says

4.5 stars for the contemporary romance
Landon is in a fix--he's a perfectionist business owner AND he's a doting uncle. But, he's not a care giver.
Scheduled to watch his nephew while his widower brother is having a retreat is more of a challenge than
Landon can meet. Plus, he's got a HUGE contract int he bablance at his ad agency and needs to micromanage
his office. So he calls in the Big Guns:  his sister. Unfortunately, she just took off the previous week to watch
Lyon and her boss (Landon!) is a slavedriver...

She does, however, recommend her childhood friend Kimber to work as a nanny.

See, Kimber lives in Chicago--not far from Landon's Magnificent Mile penthouse condo. Kimber owns a
boutique selling upscale resale clothes and her own designs. While she's making money, she hasn't earned
enough to buy out her business partner-slash-ex-boyfriend. With the money Landon's offering she could get
her business going exactly right. If only she doesn't fall into a puddle of admiration when she crosses the
threshold--Landon's always caught Kimber's eye...and heart...and quivery girly-bits.

Living in close quarters with the grown woman Landon only remembered as his sister's frizzy-haired-brace-
faced friend proves to be a difficult proposition. Kimber is stunning, and friendly, and engaging. She dotes
on Lyon as if he were her own son, and Landon is considering some very wanton thoughts when she's in the
room. Or, on the phone. Or, anywhere.

In fact, they fairly steam around each other. Kimber cannot believe the wealthy man who usually dates
willowy models could be interested in her bootylicious self, but then, she's NOT going to get serious.

That's always Kimber's downfall--taking the relationship to Seriousville when her beaux are more interested
in Good Time Town. Instead, she and Landon strike a tantalizing bargain--they each write a list of TEN
EROTIC EXPERIENCES and vow that once they check off their Sex Bucket List, they will walk away
without a string. Funny thing, strings seem to catch even the most tenacious.

Kimber and Landon are really a cute couple. They have some D-Lish smexytimes unencumbered by the risk
of their hearts. They share affection, and lust, but soon they share a whole lot more. Kimber is torn--she
wants more with Landon, but doesn't want him controlling her life. Landon wants into Kimber's world--in
whatever capacity Kimber will have him--but his desire to help sometimes comes off as HOLY FREAKING
COW TOO MUCH. Still, I adore main characters who take time to figure things out, as Landon and Kimber
do.



Oh, and it looks like Landon's revised list--featuring Number 11--is just the start of their very naughty future.
I received an ARC to review via NetGalley.

Andrea says

Oh you guys, I am so happy I read The Millionaire Affair! This is a book that wasn't even on my radar until
an invite to read it came my way. I'm really overwhelmed with books right now, but something about this
one niggled at my brain. Apparently the niggle was right because I adored this book!

It's kind of funny that I did decide to read The Millionaire Affair, since I'm consistently whinging on about
how I like books about "normal", working-class men. My husband saw this one and was like, "I thought you
said you were tired of billionaire books." At first I thought I'd been busted, as if it were a guilty pleasure. But
then I had a lightbulb moment and replied, "He's not a billionaire, babe, he's a millionaire. That's completely
different. Plus, he's not even a Dom like all the other rich dudes, so I don't even know why we're having this
discussion." If you're reading this thinking that I am logical yet ridiculous, then you're probably in the same
boat as my husband.

My point being, The Millionaire Affair isn't the standard mega-rich dominant alphahole story. So if you tend
to be wary of that sub-genre, don't let this one scare you off.

The Millionaire Affair is the classic, falling-for-little sister's-best friend trope, made even better by the fact
that Kimber had an epic crush of Landon sixteen years ago. And boy, did that old spark flare back to life
when they reconnect. Especially when Landon gets a load of Kimber now. The years have treated her well,
turning her from a frizzy-haired teen with a mouthful of braces to a thirty-two-year old redhead bombshell
with a flair for vintage clothing. Kimber is a heroine most readers will like, I believe. She's has little worries
about herself that made her relatable, not so overcome by inferiority that she's annoying. She has a big heart
that's been mistreated by the men she too easily falls for, which just made her more endearing to me. She was
funny and a little goofy, which is always a plus in my book. I just really liked her.

Our hero Landon Downey happens to be super wealthy, but he's also a relatively well-adjusted, hard-
working man from a happy, supportive family. That's not to say he doesn't have an issue or two, particularly
when it comes to emotions and intimacy. At times I felt like he was just emotionally-stunted rather than
"damaged" (or perhaps those are the same thing), and I wanted to tell him to grow up and move onward and
upward and all that. Looking back, I got it, and as far as issues go, it made sense. So yeah, his reasons for
being the Tin Man -to reference the book- we're actually valid, if not a little frustrating. But honestly,
Landon was a very likeable hero, particularly when he lets himself feel, and when he stops denying that he's
fallen hard for Kimber. He was patient with her issues, selfless to his own detriment at some points. I like
that he realized he needed to rein in his compulsion to give her what he believed she needed. Landon wasn't
a man who wanted to take over Kimber's life, he only wants to be a part of it.

So as you might have deduced, Kimber and Landon have a crazy chemistry that they agree to indulge, for a
limited time. Kimber's best friend urges her to have a fling, just to prove she can. Kimber's mom has taught
her to never commit her life to a man. Can I just say that the people on Kimber's life give the worst advice.
Poor girl. So Landon is on board with this plan because he doesn't want love or a family but he does want
Kimber. I mean, we all know these book flings turn out just as expected, yes? No. No, they never ever do,
guys. But that's okay because it makes for a fun read.



Of course Kimber and Landon fall for each other. Add in a major turn of events, and you have a fling-turn-
forever type of situation here. Naturally, these two won't go down the road to true love without a fight.
They're opposites in most ways, which does scare Kimber off. I got it, even when her stubbornness at
keeping her emotional distance from Landon made me a little crazy. And Landon, he's emotionally-stunted,
remember? This leads to angst and heartbreak and tough realizations, and I ate it up! The Millionaire Affair
gave me the same feelings I used to get when reading one of those really good harlequin category romances I
used to sneak from my aunts as a teen. Super romantic and emotional and really, really yummy.

The Millionaire Affair was so good. It made me happy and content and really pleased I'd chosen it to enjoy
on a quiet Sunday afternoon.

Favorite Quote

"This is the talking bed," she teased as he licked a path to her collarbone.
"So, talk." He kissed her arm. "Start with something like Oh, Landon"--he tongued her shoulder--"then yes,
Landon." He smiled, his teeth lightly nipping her flesh. "Maybe thrown in a please and a don't stop."
As he slid down her body, she found herself murmuring those words in order, then out of order. Until there
was nothing left but incoherent syllables.

Lindsay says

I seriously love Jessica Lemmon’s writing. This is my second book by the author and again, she pulled me
into the story.

I really enjoyed Landon & Kimber’s story. I love the history between them and how she had a crush on him
going back to their childhood. However, no matter how great Landon was (and he was beyond great), he just
doesn’t live up to Evan. He stole my heart in Bringing Home the Bad Boy and there’s no topping him.

I loved seeing Evan and Lyon in this book. It was nice to see them prior to their book.

One of the things I loved most was that over the course of the book, you get to see  “The Tin Man”  unrust
and start feeling again. I love the way Landon opened up around Kimber. Some of my favorite parts were
when Kimber was babysitting for Lyon. Lyon was full of energy and kept Kimber and Landon on their toes.

Kimber and Landon had great chemistry. I just wish they had listened to themselves and each other instead
of other people. Well…I wish Kimber hadn’t listened to other people. I really disliked her mom. Yeah, she
was excited about being a grandmother but she was so blinded and bitter by events in her past that she gave
Kimber bad advice. She thought about herself and not her daughter and what she would want. This is the
second book with Gloria in it and the second time she’s given crappy advice to someone about a Downey
brother. I can honestly say that I really dislike her. Based on what happened in Bringing Home the Bad Boy,
I’m assuming she’s going to get a book and while I’m looking forward to it because of who the guy is and
because it’s going to be by Jessica Lemmon, it’s going to take a lot of work to make me care about Gloria’s
HEA.



On to the next Jessica Lemmon book!

Twin Sisters Rockin' Book Reviews says

Overall Rating: 4 Rockin’ ★★★★

Landon has agreed to keep his nephew for a week while his brother attends an immersion workshop; the
problem is he is workaholic and a bachelor. He also has a very important project that must be finished this
week for an important client. His sister Angel suggests that he hire a nanny and she has just the person in
mind for her brother. Landon feels resistant to the idea of someone that he doesn’t know taking care of his
nephew and staying in his home. Angel tells him she has the perfect person in mind, someone that they all
know her friend Kimber Reynolds.

“I don’t know, Ang. Has Kimber…done this sort of thing before?” Cared for the nephew of
a bachelor workaholic millionaire whose fiancée dumped him for a D-list actor? 

Kimber is not at all sure that she can help her best friend with the babysitting job. She is busy building her
business and getting rid of her ex-boyfriend/business partner. Kimber needs the extra funds to help buy out
her partner and keep her business running. So even though she has no experience with children she agrees to
take the job. Angel assures her that she can do this and Lyon is six, not a baby. Kimber’s other problem with
the job is Landon and the crush she had always had on him.

True, Kimber may not need the money, but she sure could use it. To fund Operation “Get My
Ex-Boyfriend and Co-owner of My Store Out of My Life For Good.” Removing Mick’s name
from the lease was a huge motivator.

Landon calls and discusses the job with Kimber. She agrees to start the next day and hangs up on him!
Kimber gets busy organizing her business and scheduling work times for her staff. Landon lets his brother
know about Kimber and how she will be caring for Lyon during the week. Evan also lets him know that
Kimber is no longer the little tenth grade girls he remembers but a HOT woman that will knock his socks off.

Landon smoothed his tie and opened the door to greet-
He froze, blinking at the redhead gracing his doorway, the blood rushing from his head and
straight to his groin. Hot. It was the only coherent word pounding in his skull.

Landon cannot believe the woman that Kimber has become. Looking at her he cannot help but compare her
to his ex-girlfriend and he realizes that she is nothing like Lissa. Kimber is a unique and individual feminine
beauty that draws him in. He can’t stop the attraction that he feels every time she is near and it doesn’t help



that she is interested in what he does at work. Kimber thinks that Landon doesn’t like her and his hurt by his
gruffness towards her. When Angel figures out that it was Landon that Kimber had the crush on she calls and
tells him to be nice to her and that opens the door that he has tried to keep closed.

Every part of her, from her pink mouth to her darkening pupils, to the feather-light touch on
his arm, said Kiss me. And, God how he wanted to.

When Landon and Kimber can stop themselves from acting on their attraction to each other they give in and
agree to compile a sex list of things they want to do with each other. When the list is finished they can end
their relationship without any hard feelings. Landon really likes the idea and they make their wish list. They
being the checking off the items on their wish list together and they both find that they don’t want it to end.
Landon knows that he will never meet anyone like Kimber again and is afraid of what he is feeling for her.
The night that spent together was unbelievable until an accident changed everything.

He dipped his chin and looked down at the condom. Oh? More like Oh shit. The latex had
broken. Wide open.

Will they be able to walk away as agreed or will fate intervene and keep them together?

Hero –Landon Downey: 4 stars
Heroine –Kimber Reynolds: 4 stars
Steam: 4 stars
Plot: 4 stars
Cliffhanger: No

Would I recommend this book: Yes! This was a great book that tells a story of unfulfilled love finding a way
to find itself.

Would I read other books by this author: Yes! I can’t wait to read Aiden’s and Crickitt’s story.

***Received an ARC of this book from the Publisher, via Netgalley, in exchange for an honest review***

The Millionaire Affair
Jessica Lemmon

christine danielle (Bibliophilic Madness) says

The Millionaire Affair

Cover: 4
Plot: 5
Characters: 5



Overall Rating: 5

REVIEW:

Full Review Posted on my Blog:
http://bibliophilicmadness.blogspot.com/

The Millionaire Affair is the third book in the Love in the Balance series and it focuses on Landon Downey
and Kimberly Reynolds.

Landon is in dire need of a nanny for his nephew. When her sister suggested he hire her friend Kimberly who
he met years ago as a redheaded girl with braces, he agrees. But what he wasn't expecting was to feel a
strong attraction for the teenager turned sultry vixen. So when she suggested they have a no-strings attached
relationship, who is he to refuse?

This book was just wow. It has its laugh out loud moments, passionate encounters and scenes that are so gut-
wrenching.

Landon was funny and sexy at the same time. When he was feeling confused with his emotions with having
a no-strings attached relationship with Kimberly he just seemed so adorable. Kimberly always falls in love
fast and she wanted to change that. So when he felt an intense attraction for Landon, she decided to take it
like a business-like manner. No emotions and all fun was what she was hoping to achieve, but when her
emotions started to get the best of her she decides to cut their "relationship" short. Lack of Communication
was one of the main causes as to why they had a hard time with their relationship at first and if they just
talked about their problems and not ignore them, they wouldn't have that much problems.

Though no-strings attached relationships are kind of cliché, it wasn't a problem in this book.

The Millionaire Affair is a must read book for readers who love hot millionaires and no-strings attached
relationships.

Received digital edition from publisher via NetGalley in exchange for an honest review

Lee says

Really enjoyed this one! Jessica Lemmon has penned a very well written, exceptional story with great
characters and lots of heat! I would definitely recommend this book to friends.

Mary Gramlich says

Landon Downey had more money than time but right now with his nephew running around he would give a
lot of money to someone to help him out. As it turns out Kimber was just the person to take on the job as
money was something she needed, plus a little one-on-one with the man of her dreams Landon.

Kimber grew up hanging around Landon’s family and went from having a teenage crush to full blown



passion for all things Landon. He came off as distant and emotionally unavailable but Kimber knew better
and even though she tried to not let her feelings for him mess up their relationship it was really hard to not
want to touch that handsome face and just hold his hand and tell him that love was out there for him. During
the time Kimber is watching his nephew Landon starts to understand that Kimber is everything he desires in
a woman and wonders if she might be up for some short term association. While Kimber says yes in her
heart she knows that in the end this is only going to break her heart.

When an unexpected idea becomes a reality it is time for Kimber and Landon to decide can they be together
forever or was this a blip on the romantic radar. When you have to realize that money can buy a lot of thing
but love is not one of them, you start to prioritize what you value in life and how much you are willing to
give up to keep it.

Jessica Lemmon writes about the soul searching love we all long for and the reality of what it takes it obtain
it.

Alp says

Much better than my expectations!

This book had been on my shelf for what seemed like forever. I kept postponing reading it considering I had
an awful experience with this author’s other novel, Tempting the Billionaire (the first installment in Love in
the Balance series). However, I’m glad I decided to give this one a try because it turned out to be a great
success, I can tell. Honestly, I was surprisingly pleased with almost everything in this book.

In short, admittedly, there was nothing particularly new here. The plot itself was somewhat simple, but in
some ways, I found it very lovely and touching. The story moved along at a nice pace—neither too slow nor
too fast. Two main characters were likable and well-developed. Besides, the hero—Landon, was such a
swoon-worthy guy. He alone makes anything else in this book worth the read!

My only complaint is Kimber’s stubbornness. Instead of trusting her own heart, she chose to push Landon
away. Bad move! Fortunately, it didn’t take long for her to come to her senses.

By the way, this was overall a pleasant read. I really did enjoy it. Despite being the third installment of the
series, this one can be read as a standalone.

Cynthia says

I found this to be a wonderful delight to read, the book starts out with humor and ends with it. I found myself
laughing through most of the book, it is filled with wonderful characters that you will fall in love with. In
fact I enjoyed it so much that I will be buying the whole series.

Landon is very wealth, in fact he is a millionaire my guess is because of his college girlfriend not only
dumping him but having an abortion. It gave him the drive he needed to go after what he wanted, along with



using that to not let people get close so he would never be hurt again. His life was full, he didn’t need or
want anything or anyone. He had his family and lived through them. Until one week when he had to take
care of his nephew and found that he was too much to handle. His sister hooked him up with an old friend
who needed money, she agree to watch his nephew why he worked. He found that the women in question
had grown up, lord had she grown up. He also found he wanted some one on one time with her in the
bedroom. Landon has spent many years not letting anyone women get to close to him. He has many lesson
he will have to learn to if he wants to keep Kimber. He has a lot to learn and Kimber just might be the lady to
teach him.

Kimber had always had a crush on Landon, this was something she had kept to herself. She needed money to
buy out her ex out of her business. She agreed to babysit for Landon, thinking she had out grown her crush.
One look at him and she found she wanted him more than ever. This was one time he heartily agreed with
her. Kimber has made a lot of bad choices, she finds she can’t believe in herself and doesn’t know what to
do. She is torn from what she wants and what she should want. She looks at her parents marriage and doesn’t
want to make the same mistakes. The question is does she keep Landon or walk away before she gets in to
deep?

As the story goes they couldn’t not stop themselves from having an affair. Things were suppose to be easy,
just a few nights together and they would move on. As we know life doesn’t always go as we plan, things
change, things get in the way. People change and life has a way of taking its own path. Sometimes we have
little or no control as it does in the story. Both find they must make changes since they both want the same
thing but are to afraid to show their true feelings. Can this be worked out or will they go their separate ways?

It is hard for me to review this book and not give the story away. What I will say is I love this book. I didn’t
find anything in it that I didn’t care for at all. It is more or less a true love story. Nothing to make it much
different than a lot of other stories. What the author brings to this story is an outstanding way of telling it that
will keep you laughing and at times you will laugh out loud with her wonderful sense humor. The author has
a way of bring the characters to life, there is no one you will not like, there is no “evil person” just a lot of
wonderful characters that keep you laughing. I found this to be a light read with no heavy things to weigh
you down. This is a story for when you just want a funny, well written read, that you can set an enjoy, maybe
on those days when your life isn’t going so well. It will brighten not only you day but clear your mind to
bring tons of smiles to your face. I highly recommend this book to anyone who just wants a sweet read.

Kim says

Landon's story is my favorite of the Love in the Balance series. (His brother Evan's story wins the award for
my favorite of both this series/its spinoff)

Landon and Kimber are complete opposites and it's why I love their coming together so much. They're
excellent compliments to each other's personalities. They've both allowed elements of their pasts to control
the way they look at relationships and somehow both decide they're going to try something different with
each other. Instead Kimber's resolve to have a fling backfires and the attraction she felt for Landon as a
teenager comes back in full force.

Landon on the other hand is completely blindsided by the feelings Kimber raises in him. His nickname of
"Tin Man" has made him believe he's incapable of feeling, but man, when he does feel - watch out. The man
has a lot to give.



Really enjoyed their story.

Tammy says

This is the first book that I have read By Jessica Lemmon and I loved it.

Landon: Millionaire ad executive is babysitting, Lyon, his 6-year-old nephew for a week and can’t handle
him and work both, so his sister comes up with a live-in nanny to take care of Lyon – Kimber. Landon
remembers her as 16-year-old, read head with a mouth full of braces and he is not prepared for the grown up
Kimber that Evan warns him about.

Kimber: Has had a crush on Landon for as long as she can remember, but she also tends to jump head first
into relationships and saddles herself with boyfriends that don’t work out. When presented with a chance for
a no strings, week long affair with Landon, she wants to prove that she can have a no-strings affair and then
leave Landon behind.

Neither Landon nor Kimber want a relationship, but neither was prepared for what they felt for each other.
They begin checking off the items on their list together and they both find that they don’t want it to end.
Landon knows that he will never meet anyone like Kimber again and is afraid of what he is feeling for her
and the time that spent together was unbelievable until an accident changed everything.

When Kimber faces Landon with the truth about her condition, they come up with an arrangement that they
both thought was for the best and what they thought each other one wanted, but they both realized that they
loved each other and wanted to be together as a family.

I would definitely want to read the other books in this series by this author.

Copy provided by NetGalley for an honest review.

Karina Ramirez says

 4.5 Stars

So like I really loved this book.

When Landon agrees to watch his nephew Lyon for his younger brother he certainly doesn't expect the kid to
have so much energy, much less destroy his house and turn his life upside down. He can't think, he can't
work. He's going crazy. So when his sister Angel suggests that an old friend of hers' Kimber becomes his
live-in nanny for the week he readily agrees.

Let's just say Kimber Reynolds is all grown up. Gone are the braces, hello rambunctious redhead!

Kimber Reynolds has a plan, accept this live-in nanny position and get enough money to buy out her ex
boyfriend from the boutique they co-own together. There's just one tiny problem, her new boss Landon also



happens to be the same guy she's had a crush on since she was sixteen.

The connection is instant the moment they meet, but the past has a funny way of finding its way into their
life. The question is will it play out the same way it did back then, or not,

-----

Literally loved this book! Loved the characters especially Evan and Lyon, seriously the cutest little boy I've
ever read about! His love for Superman was awesome!

Not just that but the main characters themselves were great! They didn't annoy me, and I really felt their
connection and attraction for one another. And the who second half come on too cute!

Definitely a nice easy read, the book definitely has substance to it! Took me more than a day to read which is
pretty impressive!

A Must Read!

Bette Hansen says

YAY finally a new Love in the Balance book to read and what an amazing one it is!! Kimber is the perfect
woman to get Landon Downey out of his stoic controlled ways. I loved this story! With it's humor, great
pace, and all the great characters it is one that will go right along side the first two in the series on my re-read
shelf! I definitely recommend this to everyone.

Jessica says

Jessica Lemmon’s THE MILLIONAIRE AFFAIR is the third book in her Love in the Balance series and it’s
her best to date! If you haven’t read any of the books in the series, never fear! It’s not necessary to have read
them in order to enjoy THE MILLIONAIRE AFFAIR and besides, it’s a perfect excuse to read her backlist
because you’ll be left wanting more.

We have good character development. Kimber Reynolds accepts the short term position as a live in nanny in
order to buy out her ex-boyfriend from the business they co-own. She’s very capable and one that works
hard, but also realizes she may be in over her head. While she’s not one to easily ask for help, she’s not one
to turn away when it is offered. Then we have Landon. Oh, I’ve made no secret of my love for him (sorry
Shane!) and I loved getting to know him better. Landon is very much the opposite of his brother Aiden
(HARD TO HANDLE); whereas Aiden is comfortable showing emotion, Landon keeps to himself, but
there’s a reason and it’s a heartbreaking one. We have several secondary characters that play a role including
the other Downey brother, Evan. Though the big scene stealer? Lyon! I just adore this six-year-old who’s
obsessed with Henry Cavill’s SUPERMAN.

What I really loved about THE MILLIONAIRE AFFAIR is Lemmon’s ability to make us laugh and her
writing is very natural. Once again, Lemmon gives us a flawed hero who isn’t afraid to confront his fear
when the time comes. What I adore about Lemmon’s writing is that it was very easy for her to go the clichéd



route several times in THE MILLIONAIRE AFFAIR and yet, she doesn’t. We understand early on why
Landon closes himself to relationships and when someone from his past makes an unexpected appearance,
it’s easy to make the connections between the past and the present. I worried for a bit at how Lemmon was
going to handle this situation, but I shouldn’t have doubted her because she has yet to make me roll my eyes
or throw a book at the wall. I won’t go into detail regarding the incident because it would be a huge spoiler,
but let’s just say, I appreciated the character growth at that particular moment.

Readers of romance are fully aware of the moment where the hero and heroine separate because of a
misunderstanding, etc and often times, the author quickly wraps up the conflict in the final pages. Lemmon
isn’t one of those authors. While she does let her characters wallow in self pity for a bit, she pulls out the big
guns and the voice of reason comes through. There were several instances where Kimber and Landon could
have walked away or taken a misunderstanding to another level, but instead we get two characters who
actually talk. This is one reason why I just adore Lemmon’s writing. Furthermore, there were several
hilarious scenes and some fun family teasing. I mentioned six-year-old Lyon being the scene stealer and
while he is, I have to say, you’ll love the Downey family! Evan’s presence at Landon’s penthouse while
Kimber is living there was fun to read because it provided more insight to the lives of the Downey clan. I’m
a little sad I can’t be a part of this family!

If you’re a fan of contemporary romances or are looking to try a new author, I highly recommend Jessica
Lemmon’s THE MILLIONAIRE AFFAIR . TEMPTING THE BILLIONAIRE made me take note, HARD
TO HANDLE put her on my auto-buy list, but it’s THE MILLIONAIRE AFFAIR that made me a fan for
life.

This review and more are posted at Literary, etc.


